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This paper describes the development of a test kit for the selective detection of glyphosate (GlyP). A copper(II)-pyrocatechol violet complex was selected by a screening approach from a pool of 96 combinations of metal ions and commercially available indicators and subsequently incorporated as a detection zone into a hydrophobic C18 solid support. With this kit, detection of 20 μM GlyP in tap water by the “naked eye” is possible and quantifications by smartphone analysis with a limit of detection as low as 2.66 μM (450 μg L⁻¹) have been demonstrated in a proof-of-principle study.

maximum contaminant level of the herbicide is 700 μg L⁻¹ (4.14 μM) in the US, the tolerable level is about 7000 times lower in the European Union (0.1 μg L⁻¹; 0.6 nM).1,9,10,14

Considering the excessive use of GlyP in agriculture and its potential impact on human health, detection of the herbicide in the environment, drinking water and foodstuff is of enormous importance, but difficult due its high polarity and solubility in aqueous media.12 Conventional detection methods such as GC- or LC-MS are sensitive (LOD = 0.0005 ng mL⁻¹),9,10,14 but they depend on expensive resources and expert technical knowledge and hence, are not available to everyone. In contrast, immunoassay techniques have been reported as alternative,9,16,17 but the tests require special storage and handling.

Small molecules for the colorimetric and fluorometric detection of GlyP are interesting and cost-effective alternatives.9,18–21

Indicator displacement assays (IDAs)9,22 with either CuII-coumarin20 or ZnII-pyrocatechol violet (PV)20,23–26 have already been successfully applied in this context. In particular, the latter system has been incorporated in a coordination binding-based sensor array for the detection of various phosphates including GlyP.19

Herein, we report the sensitive optical detection of glyphosate with an immobilized Cu(II)-pyrocatechol violet complex (Fig. 2) by an indicator displacement assay. We have successfully applied colorimetric solid-phase extraction9,24–27 and smartphone detection9,28–31 of the herbicide in tap water by naked-eye and smartphone colorimetry.

Results and discussion

Naked-eye screening process

This section describes the identification of CuII-pyrocatechol violet (CuII-PV)27,28 and ZnII-zincon25 complexes for the selective detection of GlyP. These metal-based indicators were selected by a two-step naked-eye screening procedure from a pool of 96
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Introduction

Herbicides are agricultural additives used to control the growth of unwanted plants and hence improve crop production. One of the most widely applied but controversially discussed organophosphate based herbicides is N-(phosphonomethyl)glycine, better known as glyphosate (GlyP) or “Roundup” (Fig. 1).1,2 GlyP is a water-soluble synthetic, broad-spectrum herbicide effective for more than 100 species of weed.3 It is a four-proton donor with pHv values of 0.80, 2.22, 5.44 and 10.13 and is a good chelator for metal ions such as CuII, ZnII, NiII and FeII.4,5 Among these four metal ions, the CuII-GlyP complex exhibits the highest thermodynamic stability (log β = 11.9).5 The weed controlling power of GlyP is based on inhibiting the activity of the enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) in the shikimate pathway.7,8 Advantages in GlyP is decomposed into CO₂ and aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA) by soil microbes (Fig. 1).8 Since the introduction of genetically modified GlyP-resistant crops,9 its usage has increased almost 258-fold in the past 40 years in over 140 countries.10,11

Despite this impressive commercial success, its effect on human health is controversially discussed. In particular, GlyP was classified in 2015 as a probable carcinogen to humans (group 2A) by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC).12 There have been other studies describing the potential toxic effects of GlyP on human health.11,14 In contrast to these evaluations, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) classified GlyP as non-carcinogenic for humans.12 The ambiguity concerning the toxicity of GlyP for humans is expressed in drastic variations of regulations between different countries. While the
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combinations of four metal ions and eight commercially available indicators at three different pH as outlined in Fig. 3 and S1 and described in the ESI.†

In the first step of the screening procedure (Fig. 3), eight indicators such as murexide or zincon (30 μM; Fig. S1†) were combined at pH 5.50, 7.40 and 9.00 with four metal ions (Fe(III), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Ni(II); 1 or 2 equiv.) having a high affinity to GlyP (log β > 8). Out of these 96 combinations, 35 metal-indicator (Mn+-indicator) complexes with a distinct color from the metal-free indicator were selected (Section S2, Tables S1, S3, and S4, and Fig. S7 and S8†).

In the second step, these selected metal-indicator complexes (30 μM) were screened against GlyP (10 equiv.) and PO₄³⁻ (Pi; 10 equiv.). The latter anion was chosen since it interferes with other metal-complexes for anion detection. Metal-indicator complexes showing a color change to the
metal-free indicator due to selective decomplexation with GlyP were selected afterwards. Twenty six combinations of metal-indicators were discarded because they showed an unselective response towards both analytes, GlyP and Pi. In contrast, nine combinations of M\(^{n+}\)-indicator complexes showed a selective response towards GlyP at either pH 5.50, 7.40 or 9.00, i.e. no change in color of these M\(^{n+}\)-indicator complexes was observed in the presence of Pi (Tables S2–S4 and Fig. S7†). Seven of these combinations such as Zn\(^{II}\)-PV\(^{18}\) were discarded because they showed either low stability or an insufficient color contrast, i.e., poor discrimination between the colors of the metal-indicator complex and the metal-free indicator. Consequently, only two metal-indicators remained as promising candidates for detecting GlyP (Fig. 4). In particular, the blue colored Cu\(^{II}\)-PV\(^{26}\) complex (30 \(\mu\)M) converted at pH 6.50 to yellow colored pyrocatechol violet in the presence of GlyP (10 equiv.; Fig. 4B). Dark blue Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon\(^{37}\) (30 \(\mu\)M; Fig. 4A) showed GlyP-induced (10 equiv.) demetallation to tangerine colored zincon at pH 7.20. After having identified these two M\(^{n+}\)-indicator complexes as potential candidates for sensing GlyP, they were investigated in sensitivity and selectivity studies as well as tested for their incorporation into a GlyP test kit.

**A Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon complex for GlyP detection**

Zincon forms with Zn\(^{II}\) a square-planar Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon complex as depicted in Fig. 4A.\(^{37}\) When GlyP (0–10 equiv.) was titrated stepwise to an aq. soln. of Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon (30 \(\mu\)M) at pH 7.20 ([HEPES buffer] = 10 mM), a blue shift of the absorption maximum from 618 to 467 nm was observed accompanied by a change of color from dark blue to tangerine (Fig. 5 left). These changes indicate strikingly the formation of zincon (\(\lambda_{\text{max}} = 467\) nm) by decomplexation of Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon with GlyP (Fig. 4A). We assume that this displacement reaction is triggered by the high thermodynamic stability of the Zn\(^{II}\)-GlyP complex (log \(\beta = 8.40\)).\(^{4}\) A calibration curve was generated from titration experiments with GlyP in the linear range, resulting in a limit of detection (LOD) of 4.80 \(\mu\)M (811 \(\mu\)gL\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 5 right).

The selectivity of Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon (30 \(\mu\)M) was subsequently tested by the naked eye with nine potentially interfering ions (10 equiv.). None of these ions induced a color change of the blue colored Zn\(^{II}\)-zincon complex (Fig. S2†). Despite promising
selectivity results in solution, incorporation of Zn\textsuperscript{II}-zincon into solid-phase extraction kits was attempted, but it was not successful and hence not pursued any further.

A Cu\textsuperscript{II}-pyrocatechol complex for GlyP detection

The complexation of pyrocatechol violet (PV; 30 \textmu M) with Cu\textsuperscript{II} (2 equiv.) led to the formation of a previously described Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV complex ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 625$ nm) with a metal ion to ligand stoichiometry of 2 : 1 (Fig. S2\textsuperscript{†}) and a log $\beta$ of 10.08 \pm 0.14. Spectroscopic changes of the complex were recorded in the absence of any analyte at 625 nm and pH 6.50 ([HEPES buffer] = 10 mM) indicating that a freshly prepared solution is stable for at least 60 min ($\Delta A_{625 \text{nm}} \leq 5\%$), while significant changes ($\Delta A_{625 \text{nm}} \geq 15\%$) are already observed after 180 min (Fig. S3\textsuperscript{†}). Addition of increasing concentrations of GlyP (0–60 \textmu M) to Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV resulted in a blue shift ($\Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} = 180$ nm) in the absorption spectrum, characteristic of the formation of the metal-free PV indicator ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 445$ nm) (Fig. 6 left). We suggest that decomplexation of the two copper ions from the Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV complex with tridentate GlyP (10 equiv.) at pH 6.50 is favoured by the high thermodynamic stability of the Cu\textsuperscript{II}-GlyP complex (log $\beta = 11.9$).\textsuperscript{5} A calibration curve was generated from titrations of Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV (30 \textmu M) with GlyP (0–2 equiv.) indicating that quantifications are possible in the linear range up to 60
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**Fig. 5** Left: UV-vis spectra of titration of Zn\textsuperscript{II}-zincon (30 \textmu M; $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 618$ nm) with GlyP leading to metal-free zincon ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 467$ nm) at pH 7.20, [HEPES buffer] = 10 mM. Right: Corresponding calibration curve ([Zn\textsuperscript{II}-zincon] = 30 \textmu M, [GlyP] = 0–30 \textmu M; LOD = 4.80 \textmu M (811 \mu g L\textsuperscript{-1}), $R^2 = 0.997$).
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**Fig. 6** Left: Changes of absorbance of Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV (30 \textmu M, $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 625$ nm) in the presence of GlyP (0–60 \textmu M) at pH 6.50, [HEPES buffer] = 10 mM; $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ (PV) = 445 nm. Right: Calibration curve with an LOD of 2.50 \textmu M (422 \mu g L\textsuperscript{-1}) ($R^2 = 0.998$).
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**Fig. 7** Immobilizations of PV and Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV on the top of C18ec cartridges at pH 6.50 ([HEPES] = 10 mM). Left: PV (2 mL, 5 \textmu M; 10 nmol; dark yellow), middle: Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV (2 mL, 5 \textmu M; 10 nmol; detection zone: blue), right: Cu\textsuperscript{II}-PV + GlyP (2 mL, 5 \textmu M, 10 nmol; detection zone: dark yellow).
µM with a limit of detection as low as 2.50 µM (422 µg L⁻¹) (Fig. 6 right).

Naked-eye selectivity studies were performed with 14 different ions (Fig. S4†), showing that blue colored Cu⁺₂-PV (30 µM) was only converted to yellow colored PV with GlyP, but not with any of the other potential interferents.

In contrast to our attempts with Zn⁺²-zincon, Cu⁺₂-PV (10 nmol) was successfully immobilized on hydrophobic C18 solid supports, indicated by a blue-colored ring on the top of the GlyPKit (detection zone; Fig. 7 middle). Upon passing an aq. soln. of GlyP (10 nmol, 2 mL; approx. 1 drop per 3 s, pH 6.50) through the GlyPKit, a color change from blue to dark yellow was observed in the detection zone indicating the formation of metal-free immobilized PV (Fig. 2). This reaction is in agreement with the decomplexation of Cu⁺₂-PV with GlyP under homogeneous conditions (Fig. 4B). Naked-eye sensitivity of the immobilized Cu⁺₂-PV towards GlyP was enhanced in comparison to that of Cu⁺₂-PV in the solution phase (Fig. S5†).†

Despite these encouraging results, we noticed that the sensitivity of the GlyP test kit was lowered when we tested GlyP-spiked tap water instead of GlyP-spiked distilled water. This effect is most likely due to the formation of Ca²⁺/(Mg²⁺)-GlyP complexes in tap water which makes demetallation of the immobilized Cu⁺₂-PV more difficult compared to decomplexation with metal-free GlyP (i.e., GlyP-spiked distilled water).

Tap water in the city of Zurich contains about 53 mg L⁻¹ Ca²⁺ and 8 mg L⁻¹ Mg²⁺ amongst other potentially interfering ions.† Nevertheless, the detection of as low as 20 µM GlyP in tap water by the naked eye is still possible with the GlyP test kit (Fig. 8). Quantification of GlyP with the test kit using an optical readout of a smartphone is also possible as demonstrated in a proof-of-principle study. In particular, we created a set of reference images from GlyP kits treated with different known concentrations of GlyP-spiked tap water (2 mL; 0–100 µM; 0–200 nmol). Average R values corresponding to the respective colors of the detection zones were plotted against concentrations of GlyP resulting in a calibration with a linear range between 0 and 4 µM and a LOD of 2.66 µM (450 µg L⁻¹) (Fig. 8 left). Therefore, quantifications meeting the US regulations (700 µg L⁻¹; 4.14 µM) are possible with this method.

The selectivity of immobilized Cu⁺₂-PV (10 nmol) for GlyP testing in tap water was not affected by additional spiking with ions usually present in tap water (Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, Na⁺, K⁺, CO₃²⁻, and Cl⁻; 100 nmol, 2 mL) (Fig. S6A†). In other situations, the presence of polydentate ligands might interfere with the detection of GlyP. This was demonstrated with oxalate⁶⁰ and pyrophosphate⁶⁰,⁶¹ (C₂O₄²⁻, PPI; 100 nmol, 2 mL) leading to a change of color of the detection zone from blue to brown-yellow (Fig. S6B†).

**Conclusions**

The development of a test kit (GlyPKit) for the selective detection of glyphosate (GlyP) is described. For this purpose, a Cu(II)-pyrocatechol violet complex was selected by a screening approach from a pool of 96 combinations of metal ions and commercially available indicators and subsequently incorporated as a detection zone into a hydrophobic C18 solid support. With this device, detection of as low as 20 µM GlyP in tap water by the naked eye has been demonstrated and quantifications by smartphone analysis with a limit of detection as low as 2.66 µM (450 µg L⁻¹) are possible as demonstrated in a proof-of-principle study.
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